CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

SECRET

TO: PRIORITY MASH
FROM: NH 7
INFO: COF, COM, ACO/A, 5/73

PRIORITY MASH (TWICKER)

REFS: A) MASH 052 (IN 39472)
B) MASH 6167 (IN 43708)

1. IN CONNECTION BROADENING BASE ANGRASP THERE APPEARS OUTSTANDING ISSUE WHICH APPARENTLY ALIENATING IMPORTANT CUBAN ELEMENTS.

2. ITEM 4 IN 12 POINT PROGRAM ISSUED BY VENEZOLAN IN HIS CARACAS MANIFESTO IN MAY STATES QUOTE AMNESTY FOR ALL POLITICS, CRIMES COMMITTED BEFORE 1 JANUARY 1952, AND REVISION OF SANCTIONS IMPOSED HER IMPERATIVE CITE ISSUE BEFORE THIS DATE BY COMPETENT TRIBUNALS OR COURTS OF LAW.

3. IMPLICATION DRAWN BY CONRAD IN B) IS DELIBERATE DISCRIMINATION AGAINST CUBAN GOVT AFTER 1952, WHO WERE NOT GUARANTEED THE PROTECTION OF THEIR LIVES, FREEDOM, AND PROPERTY, AND NOT FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF THOSE WHO WERE NOTenegro.

4. VENEZOLAN FULLY AWARE CONTROVERSY OVER THIS ISSUE, REQUEST YOU OBTAIN HIS CURRENT THINKING AND DISCUSS WHAT MIGHT BE DONE TO REFORM SO AS SATISFY PROTESTS AGAINST THIS POINT. FELT HERE THAT CLARIFICATION THIS POINT MIGHT BE INCORPORATED IN ANGRASP REISSUE, INVITATION EXTENDS PER REFS.
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REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
5. FOR MAJSH. REQUEST YOU ATTEMPT DETECTING LOCAL FEELING AMONG ANGRASPERS AND NON-ANGRASPERS. BELIEVE ANY INTERVENTION CAN PROVIDE BITE HISTORY OF CONTROVERSY AND INCITE CURRENT OPINIONS.

(End of Message)

WIB Comments: *Suggest Twicker urge ANGRAZRP release statement inviting exile groups join for mod press.

*ANSAIL promises that ANGRAZRP will release invites to exiles.